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Over $2,000 Pledge iri
Fund Raisins, Activities

Cambodian Aid
Project Started
.by Pat Sweeney
In response to. the growing
agony of millions of starving
women, men and children in
Cambodia, members of the college
community have united to set up
an organization to concentrate on
projects to raise financial and
political support in an effort to
alleviate the suffering of these
people and others existing in
refugee camps' along the Thailand
border.
The idea" for the organization
was conceived earlier this quarter
by - several students along with
--
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many businesses and churches.
by Martha Oesch
Dispelling the nc on of apathy tnS iceount for the areatestthara
i?rriong.itoDege
stwknt' i Ihr
'
f
ttudeu fund raaersicq' cte- - i
I ohrArrnington the
total of $2,912 last nieke.JL
x--i
um iJ iiiuesoa imay
fiuu
r
tail
Whether by running or dancing, ? In groups of two's
and three's for
students contributed their time ' two rnile segments. All the runners
and money to helping both ran the first segment and last mile
national and community together. This year 0 runners
' t:
.orgararations-., t, T':r participated with numerous others
, ,
- '
.' J.
Dancing the night away proved - setting up and transporting u
fun and profitable for the 72 runners by car to the starting
points. The event attracted local
participants in the
'
by Douglass and attention with Channel 8 airing a
newsbrief of HMT
Meyers House. The Dance
Douglass
Dennis
in
Cleveland
runners
on '
provided
Machine
the ten hours of
Stevens, yet implementation did
Sunday
night
news.
music which raised proceeds of
X
- - V--- ,
not come about until a few weeks
Fami&ar orange UNICn
for theWoAster
$1,036
ago. Dennis Stevens observed,
"
Community
cont. oin pg.
Cen .' "Die Wiesel's lecture really showed
I
money by coUcting piedges
raised
us how easy it is fop us to remain
for each hour danced. Winning the
indifferent to large amounts of
dinner for two at the Wooster Inn,
human suffering. Previous to the
was top fund raiser Craig Lindsey
lecture we had good intentions but
with a total of $162 pledges. Scott
by Bob Reld
. : cont. on pg. 3 - .
Schiller, head of Douglass
The College of Wooster has
ptotfianuning committee, felt that
through the joint efforts of Meyers experienced many changes in the
House residents EOen Hicks and last few years, a new president, a
Doug Ckwett, Douglass achieved new visitation policy, and now to
X
its goal of
thejdoTrrrto
9m?ia?mMXi "
nnarw uorary tjos matte-a- r
Community.
,
z..
SGA Cabinet voted unanimouscnange in ine aipnaoencai namrc
ly Tuesday evening to approve a '
'
of the Library of Congress system.
The third annual Beta-Chiproposal advocating the institution
Heart Fund
run to The first two changes have beenof a
coed residence
i
warmly received by most students
..
T
Cleveland,
raised
Still
$1,776.
.
hall .
... hopeful of reaching the $2,000 but the third has proven an
The proposal was composed by
mark set in previous years, Mark unacceptable and insurmountable
the Social Affairs Committee,
chairperson of the Heart difficulty particularly to those stuBeta-Chio
chaired by Greg Hook, and reads: PETER NEUMANN leads the pack for the
Heari Fund Lafferty,
explained that
Fund
dents researching independent
committee,
run to Cleveland. Photo by Greg TonUm. .
they are awaiting pledges from study. By reading the shelf one can
"We. the members of the SGA.
easily discern that the. HDs have
propose that an additional option
coed living unit
been intermittently r'
of a
the HBs, JXs befois .v...
be offered to the students of the
College," says Dr. Vivian Holliday,
prizes are great There arc prizes
Each fall, the College honors
there,
before UCs, and to top
College of Wooster in the year
Dean of the Faculty. "We 'recogfor outstanding musical ability, and are even Zs in the Js. This jumble
1980-198in the form ' of a student recipients of scholarships;
nize and honor those members of for academic excellence in
awards, and prizes at the Annual
of CBAs, that is ABCs, stems from
residence hall"
student body who have chemistry. There is an award in the Library's
the
Recognition Banquet This year's
move this summer to
The proposal was submitted to banquet, which was held last night,
distinguished themselves as biology given to "the woman a new arrangement
, whereby
following
.a honored almost sixty students.
.the Dean's office
scholars and leaders on campus, student who has received the periodicals and books are grouped
'
favorable . vote by the general :
we
celebrate
their highest grades 1n biology courses separately. The mh-uand
.was esti--, .
;
"h is a time for celebration at the
assembly Wednesday night
accomplishments.''
during 'her first three years of mated by one student employee as .
'
The number and variety of
cont. on pg. 3
being 10,000 books, or more, out
of place. However, due to the
ANDREWS LEmIARY
nature of the problem a definite
EXTENDED HOUnS FO.l THE EXAMINATION PERIOD
. estimate is Impossible.
The woman described the man
A female student was accosted
NOVEMBER 16-2-1
Andrews Ubrary, with Its
at approximately 9:45 pjn. on as being about 6 feet taB with Friday (November 16) ,
; . . . . , . . , . 8 a.m. 12 midnight
resources, Is putting ' 0 '
ed;
ImJf
Tuesday while walking between brown hair, a beard, wearing jeans Saturday (November 17).......
8 ajn. lOpjn,"
'
Taylor Hall and McGaw ChapeL and a brown jacket and "real ugly". . Sunday (November 18) . . . . .
pjn. 1 ajn. hours', of manwoman power a.
The woman was able to escape'
8a.rru- - l ajn. . week toward the task of correcting
Shortly after the word of the Monday (November 19)
from her assailant unharmed. The : incident was out, many male Tuesday (November 20) .
8 --m. . 1 ajn. mis problem but due to the slow
of the correction process
Wednesday
(November
incident was immediately reported
.
21)
.
.
.
8
students from various fraternities
i. ajn. - 5 pjn. 'nature
wiS not be solved. untH
problem
the
campus
to
security, radioed to the were out in search of the attacker.
(AV Depaitmeirf hours - same as above) '
Christmas, next Christmas.' The
- officer on duty as a harrassment
Dorm directors were also im--:
problem needs the attention of the
VACATION HOURS: NOVEMBER 22 - JANUARY
No one has vet been apprehended.
mediately notified in order that
student body, faculty, and adminisOPEN:
students could be informed.'
tration. Students can do their part
Monday - Friday, 8 ajn. - 5 pjn.
Security was unable to provide
by writing down areas they find in
'
CLOSED:'"
other information immediately
the' stacks where books have been
Saturdays & Sundays
Due to circumstances beyond after the incident however. The
misplaced and submitting this .to
untJ January 3, 1980
the control of mis year's staff, the Wooster Voice was told that over
the Information Desk. . The real
1978-7- 9
Thursday, November 22
;
yearbook, originally last weekend there . were four -solution, however, must come- -,
'
Friday, November 23
scheduled to go on sale early this ' reported cases of high school age
from the faculty and admtnistra-- .
Monday, December 24
month, will not be available until males entering women's showers :
tion which has so far responded
'
Tuesday,
December 25
;
"January.'
HaDs.
v
Wagner
Holden
in
and
with deaf ears to the Ubrary' cry
, ,
Monday, December 31.
This year's seniors are reminded Three cases of indecent exposure
..
help. They must respond with
for
' Tuesday, January 1
;'
'
,
z
to sign up to have their own senior during the same weekend were,
funding tojirlng about an
adequate
'
'
'
portraits taken. A professional, also reported. "
expedient solution Jo this problem.
NOTE: '""'v ' '''
;'.
photographer will be on campus
(AV Department wiO be open: November 26, 27, 28, 29 and December 3, '
At the very, least one would
Security ' urges that - anyone
next week to take these pictures at seeing strangers in halls, particular- hope that this years senior class will
4,5,6, 10, 11,12,13, 17, 18,19, & 20
no cost to the individual Only ly males in .women's dorms,
graduate with a firm knowledge of
.5 pjn. 9 p.m.
these photos will be used for senior request that an officer check out
the BACs or CABsWhMte.tf
REGULAR LIBRARY HOURS WILL RESUME ON JANUARY 3, 1980
pictures.
order, anyway?', V.s I
the situation.
7
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Students Honored Thursday at Recognition Banquet
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Female Student Accosted Tuesday:
Other Harrassment Incidents Reported
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STUDENT GUEST EDITORIAL

by David Gilfix

-

The Lesson of History
In recent years there has been an increased effort to educate
Americans about the extermination of European Jewry during World
War II. People are recounting with horror, outrage, bitterness and grief
actively contributed to the rounding
how a large number of an
up and eventual genocide of Jews in countries throughout Europe; and
how an even greater amount of the world's population remained quiet. It
is very easy, and quite valid to declare that the rest of the world shared
the guilt for the Nazi's crimes through their silent acquiescence
however, most of today's generation has yet to reveal that they have
truly learned from thaf experience.
A tragedy of Holocaust proportions has been taking place in
Cambodia and the response among politicians, and the general public,
has been' too slow, too weak and too inefficient. Following the
Communist takeover in 1975, led by the China backed Khmer Rouge, a
"purification'' policy was instigated resulting in the systematic killings
(through a calculated plan of war, starvation and disease) of an estimated
3 million persons. The Communists wanted to eliminate the educated
class so that they could maiimize the amount of interference that they
would confront in creating a peasant society.
Mass graves and torture camps have been reported on, which appear
all too reminiscent of the concentration camps of WWII. CBS Evening
(no longer in use)
News recently reported on a prison in Phnom-Penwhere an estimated 12,000 persons were tortured, electrocuted or put to
death through other means. Gruesome photographs of dead bodies and
' stacks of detached limbs depicted a frightening story. '.
In 1978 Vietnam invaded Cambodia and installed Samrin as president.
A policy of racial persecution which had been previously instituted in
Hanoi was subsequently adopted in Cambodia. Ethnic Chinese have
been forced to either flee the country - a privilege which they must pay for
with gold or hard currency or to relocate themselves in rural labor
camps, known as "economic zones."
""The Vietnamese Government is an attempt to reorganize the
country's economic structure :
haV forced 'much of the urban
population from Pnom Penh to resettle out in the country. This and the
long term effects of Pol Pot's murderous policies; the United States'
"secret" bombings of Vietnamese military bases in Cambodia, which
destroyed much of the crop fields; and the ensuing conflicts between the
present Vietnamese Government and the Khmer Rouge guerilla forces
have all helped to leave the country in a state of devastation.
It is estimated that as many as 2 million Cambodians will die within
the next six months as a result of war, starvation or disease. Over a
million of these people are children. A flood of refugees have poured into
Thailand and large amounts of aid are immediately needed there, and in
..Cambodia-tsave many individuals' lives. An effort, to concentrate'
' political pressure on forcing-th- e Cambodian Government to allow in
more aid and to convince the United States and other countries to lift
quotas is also needed.
Have we really learned from Holocaust? It is an appalling fact that the
true value ot academics has been so misunderstood that many students
and professors who have actually studied or even taught about the
Holocaust are not doing anything about this present crisis. Unless they
and all of us
and reverse our own apathetic attitudes the
situation will not be alleviated and the Cambodian crisis will be another
tragic subject of study for future historians.
ti-Sem-

ites

h

--

o

re-exami- ne

Professional Journalist Blasts Band's
Attitude Toward Voice Ad Policy
Dear Dr. Baird:
I was appalled to read in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer that you
challenged freedom of the press by
aking the editor of The Wooster
Voice before the college judicial

xard.

You. as an official of The
College of Wooster, have placed
yourself in a very precarious
position. The integrity of The Voice
has been, damaged and will be
hard to regain. Even though the
charges were dropped, the scar of
the initial attack remains.
Journalists are bound by a code
of ethics. An editor would not
knowingly print a word unjustly
representing anything, and this
includes advertising. I quote from
the creed of the American Federa-- .
tion of Advertising:
"Advertising is also news in the
true sense. It tells the reader about
products new or old and tells
where they may be had, under
what circumstances, and at what
price. It saves untold hours of
searching for the busy buyer and
brings together buyer and seller in
an atmosphere of understanding.
Advertising's function is therefore
informative as well as economic."
And further from a United States
Supreme Court ruling:
- "Advertising
as a whole must
not create a misleading impression
even though every . statement
separately considered is literally
truthful...advertising must be free of
fraudulent traps and stratagems
which induce action which would
not result from a forthright disclosure of the true nature of an offer."
Even you must admit that the
advertisement in "question in the

the newspaper was not saying she
was for or against the advertise- would be in
- ment. If. anyone
violation of the Code of Academic
Integrity, it would be the person
taking advantage of the offer, and
certainly not the newspaper's
editor.
If the same advertisement was
printed in The Daily Record, you
could not attempt to have it
suppressed. If you did, you could
immediately face legal action by
the writer of the advertisement
' Such a case involving an Ohio
newspaper went to court, and the
newspaper was found in the wrong
by suppressing the ad.
Editors are selected for their jobs
.because they have the ability and
are trained to choose what should
go Into a publication, based on
their professional code of ethics.
These decisions should not be
second guessed by someone outside the profession. We do not

s
.

--

is.

due, and your reports are
,

example, you reported in your
Nov. 2nd issue and we quote
"the team nucleus of sophomore
Nancy Keiter, senior KC Clark
--

those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
Wooster community. All correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member' of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is
$10.00 per year for second class delivery. . .
'. Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
Telephone: (216)
Rcom
ext. 433.
-

.
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Editor-in-Chie-

f

-

and freshmen Ella Romkj and

Granted, the
first place finishes of these four are
important, but the second and
third places captured by the rest of
the team are. equally valuable.
Twenty-fou- r
girls attend practice
everyday, and together these 24
make up the Scotties swim team,
a team that finished their dual
meet season undefeated. This
weekend the Scotties travel to
Denison for the Ohio Conference
Championships, where they have
an excellent chance of finishing
first. Hopefully your 'account of
this meet will give the team the
recognition they deserve.

team to victory...

STAFF

;

-

;

... .

.

Associate Editors:
, ' News.
.'
Feature . .
" Sports .1".
,

.

--

. .

,4..-v-

..

;. .Lisa Vickery
-

.-L-

ouise.

;

.

A

Blum

,.......

--

-

"'.

-

MattOFarrefl.

Photography

.

.

Leslie Schwartz, Sue Mertz

TIP US OFF?!! WHEN NEWS HAPPENS, CALL EXT. 433. ,

:

.

1
Photography
r?. ?. ; GregTonian
. .
Advertising Manager
. ..'
...
Keith Allen
Circulation Managers . . '.
Chris Baker and Jim Z.
Production Manager
Mary Ann Woodie
Reporting Staff:
.' Susan Estill, Pat Sweeney, Mike Lauber, Mike Mortensen, Dave Miller,
"
Sharon Skowron, Chris Creager, Robin Wilson, Patty Panek, Kevin
' Grubb.Mary Zuberbuhler, Ilsa Reyvick, Kathy Majeski, SaDy Widman,

.

.

,

.

Martha Oesch
Hank Sperry
John Clegg

......

.assistant sports tditor

v

5

Sincerely,
Miriam Englund
Cathy Bosworth
-- . Amy McChimpha
Nancy Keiter
Margaret Pfitzer
EHaRomig
K.C. Clark
.
.Anne B. Howes
.Nancy Jo McMillan
. Julie Fair
v
Audrey Vaughn
, w Shirley Bennett
Lisa Bove
Sydney Smyth
Anna Hoffnecuna
DebAOenby

.

i..'i
"

'

.

.

.

;

:

-

.

.

-

.
-

in an exuberant
These reasons alone are enough
to encourage ISC to organize
for
another- - similar
Winter Quarter.
But still, the evening would have
been more of a success if there had
not been any damage done to the
Cage. On behalf of thelSC.I thank
fund-rais-

er

.

those that came and supported
the American Cancer Society and
admonish those who relieved their
childish frustrations by destroying

. school property and thus wasting
money that was meant for a very
important cause.
Sincerely,

"

John P. Baker
President, Kappa Phi Sigma

Andrews Xeroxing Facilities Lacking
r- Dear Editor,
It has recently become painfully aware to me that Andrews Library has
grossly inadequate xeroxing and copying facilities. As a student currently
researching LS. as well as other classwork, I have found how essential it is
to have ready access to copying machines so that important lengthy
microfilm, and microfiche sources as well as interlibrary loan and
periodical materials can be obtained for the entire research and writing

period."

Andrews has only one xerox copier and one reader printer, both of

.

-

cont. on pg. 4

sections, dubs, and independents

v

4,

people enjoy

1

--

WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are

Dear Editor,
It is unfortunate that a few

breaking windows and destroying
bathrooms more than they enjoy
contributing to charity. Every
article that was damaged in the
Cage on Friday night during the
ISC sponsored Nickel Draft Night
had to be paid for out of the sum to
be
donated to. the American
'
Cancer Society: v
On the whole, the evening was a
success.' Through entrance fees
and tickets for beers, we raised
approximately $150. Also, though
it was a bit too crowded at times,
the event successfully united

frequently insufficient. For Cathy Bosworth again led the

1

Destruction Mars ISC Fund Raiser
atmosphere.

irresponsible

Swim Team Coverage Misleading

To the Editor,
We are writing in response to
your inadequate coverage of the
women's swim team this year.
When you DO cover our meets,
you do not give credit where credit

question the judgment of another
professional in their field, unless
the criticism is just.
One does not have to agree with
every news article that is printed in
a newspaper, and also does not
have to agree with every advertisement that is in the newspaper. That
is the true nature of freedom of the
press. The first amendment is not
intended to put reporters and
editors high on a pedestal. Rather,
rt is designed so that the general
public can be informed, and
choose for themselves. By attempting to suppress the advertisement
in question, you were depriving the
students of The College of
Wooster the opportunity to make
their own opinions about the
advertisement
This is the third time in a ten
year history, that know of, that the
administration of The College of
Wooster has attempted to suppress
The Wooster Voice. Without some
written statement on your part put
in print by the newspaper, students

Voice did not misrepresent' anything. It was merely announcing
the fact that a term paper writing
service was available. The editor of

-

which are constantly "m need of repair and or paper. Only a few of the
librarians are able to correct these problems. Consequently, the following
things happen: 1) long periods go by where copying is impossible (unless
of course one wants to lug books over to Lowry and pay twice as much),
2) certain library employees are constantly forced to run to fix the copiers,
which prevents them from accomplishing other library' tasks, or 3)
frustrated students take matters into their own hands and "rip, off
essential material.
r ,.

'

.

Understandably, machines can not be expected to run perfectly all of
continual problems should not and can not.be
the
tolerated. First of all, these machines should be in good working order.
Secondly, more of the library staff should be trained to fix .the copiers
out. Finally, there
when occasional problems arise andor paper-runs
Should be a second xerox copier located on the crucial fourth level where
the periodical literature is shelved.
If Wooster students are expected to do responsible thorough research
and pay a large tuition to do It, they must be provided with adequate,
",.
functioning research facilities.
.Susan Estill
-- .
Box 2532
P.S. What about the mixup in the stacks resulting from the summer
shuffle? Students can not find books which this library owns. Help!
"

time.-However-

,

--

'

:

'

"

"

'
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Delegates fromStudent G overnments
Find Wooster Conference Rewarding
by Missy Betcher

.

a good experience to go'
through, said S.G.A. - President
Card Rowan enthusiastically. She
echoed by Campus Council .
Chairperson Cindy Weiler who
said; "Wooster is in a position of
leadership in student government
and we have a lot of potential.".
They were discussing' the it impressions of last Saturday's Student
Government Conference held- - at
- the College of Wooster.
f;
Representatives from small
liberal arts colleges on Ohio and
Western Pennsylvania attended
. the conference." Delegates participated in a series of workshops,
discussions, lectures and leisurely
activities, all designed to help each
other learn about the varieties of
student governments. ' Said John
.White. Campus Council member
at large. "We were able to give
advice (and receive advice) on
how to go about handling certain
problems and concerns." "It was

"-was

,;.

,

The day began with registration,
coffee and donuts in Lowry Center
lobby. The group then moved

where

upstairs

they

were

addressed by Professor Win Logan
on "Communication Glut." Dr.
Logan led the students in a lively
discussion on ail aspects of student

government, especially on their
relationship, with other campus
organizations.
The conference ' then broke
down info two workshops. .One
was on Leadership AssertJveness,
, led by Cindy Weiler. The other was
led by SAC Chairperson Greg
Hook, on : Leadership Planning.
Much of Hook's workshop was
spent discussing visitation,' as was
his later discussion group on Social
Affairs. Says Hook, "I realized that
dorms or
no one else has co-evisitation. That surprised me. It was
thing to see how
an
far Wooster has come." '
A Group Dynamics' and Interaction Workshop conducted by
Rick Swegan and Bess Colling
'
rounded out the morning's activi.

.

.

'.

ties.

After lunch four small group
discussions were .held. They dealt
with Education Affairs, led by
Gretchen
S.G.A. '
Johnson, Sociar Affairs, Greg
Hook, Student Programming and
Activities, S.A.B. Chairperson
John Talbot, and Financial Affairs,
F.A.C. Chairperson Katy Knall. For
members attending the conference, this was perhaps the most
valuable experience of the day. In
a small, informal setting, colleges
could compare and contrast their
specific interest area. In discussing
nt

to Wooster Campus Winter Quarter

theologian-in-residenc-

e

.

demy of Religion concerning

Dietrich Bonhoeffer,, the famous
German Christian who gave up his

-

v

Lehmann, Theologian Welcomed

by Chris Creager
The Colleae of Wooster Is
continuing its efforts to provide the
students and the community with a
variety of culture events during the
winter quarter. One of'the highlights will .be the visit of Dr. Paul
Louis Lehmann, retired theology
professor from Union Theological
Seminary in New York. Dr.
Lehmann received his B.A. degree
from Ohio State University, received his doctorate at . Union
Theological Seminary. He has also
received an honorary degree in
theology at the University of
Tuebingen in Germany and has
taught at Princeton Seminary in
New Jersey.
Dr. Lehmann is able to stay on
the campus through a program
funded by the Presbytery of
Muskingham County, an organization of Presbyterian churches in
central Ohio. The Presbytery has
provided money for a three year
program at
the College of Wooster. Dr.
Lehmann was chosen this year to
visit the campus. He will be staying
frc m January 8 to January 22. The
"Theological Impact" committee,
chaired - by Gordon Tait and
including
Susan Figge, David
Moldstad, Stephen Graff, Jay
Farrow, and the Reverend Robert
Keever. Pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in Wooster, is
organizing his stay on campus.- - His
' first speech is scheduled for the first
convocation on January 9 after the
students return from break. He will
also visit several classes and there
will be opportunities for students to
meet with him individually.
This te not the first time that Dr.
Lehmann has visited the college
campus. During 1978, he lectured
on three separate occasions at
Wooster, once to the Lay Aca-

If)

University.

About 50 members of the
Wooster campus, as well as all the
General Assembly representatives
were invited to attend a Happy
Hour at the Cage. Members of
clubs, judicial board, faculty committees, and the Voice mingled
with the student government delegates.
The day was wrapped up in the
early evening with a brief Evaluation and Planning Session. The
colleges attending seemed, on the
whole, well pleased with the day's
activities and the enlightenment
'
therein.- - In fact, Thiel College is
GovStudent
already planning a
ernment Conference for the spring.
"I only wish we had lengthened the
conference into two days instead
of one." said Katy Knall.
What Wooster gained from the
conference was a sense of where
we stand in relation to other
student governments, and their
respective campuses.
Rowan concluded by saying
that. "It was very successful and I
think we will be seeing the benefits
in the near future."

eye-openin- g

Vice-Preside-

0.

-

d

--

the ways other schools allocate,
funds Katy Knall stated, "It was
interesting to talk to other colleges
about the way they are set up. 1
seem to like the way we do it best."
The small group discussions
were followed by a lecture- on
Student Involvement and Motivation, presented by Judie Zimora
and David Morris of Kent State

0

J

present his
tomorrow
listening
music
easy
political
and
humorous,
of
brand
;
night. Buy your tickets now!
LEGENDARY FOLK SINGER ARLO GUTHRIE will

Started
Projectcharity
Cambodian
organizations
com. irom pg. i
different

Weekend
Last
Raisedproposal
Over $2,000
i
' from
f has to be approved
first
pa. -

World War.
- Gordon Tait said of Dr. Lehmann, "He is a thoughtful and
exciting thinker who is keenly

cont.

and Kittredge yielded
day period. While
two
$100 in a
others signed promises of money
to be at other tables, the UNICEF
collection operated strictly on a
cash basis. Coordinated by Deb
Taylor, this UNICEF money will
be combined with that from
Church House
Westminister
which will be collecting money
until Thanksgiving.
Tavlor is workina with Gordon
Stewart to try and designate the
wnrktmi rsxA for Cmhrvlia. The

In many problems of our
war, generic engineering,
Marxism, political leadership, to
name a few. He is a great thinker
who knows where he stands in his
Christian faith yet one who is very

interested

day-se- x,

--

interested in other people's ideas.
We are very fortunate to have
someone of his caliber on our
.

1

1

in Lowry

workina in refugee camps and
inside Cambodia. The purpose was

after the talk we were sparked to
really organize and do something
about our own indifference."
One of the first tasks the group
set out to do was to investigate
A.

I

1

--

1

by the Westminister Church
session. Taylor is uncertain
whether organizations which raise
UNICEF funds can designate
where the money will go such as
done with the soup and bread
money for Oxfam.
Taylor attributes the success of
the UNICEF collection to the fact
that people could give immediately
whether it was only pennies or
nickels, which tied in to the theme
"If you have any sense, give some

cents.

Honored Thursday at RecoQnition Banquet
Students
com. rrom pg.
x

"We are honored to have Dr.
Haywood with us as we honor our
own outstanding students." constanding who "has also taken a ' cluded Dean Holliday.
The following is the list of
prominent part in extracurricular
activities." There is a prize in
students and the award they
French that is given to the major received.
student having the second- highest
The FJiaa Compton
average in French at the end of the
Freshman Prize
junior year (and also one for the
tic 1979)
French ., major having the first
Laurel K. Dowd
highest average). There are art
Matthew R. Wolff
prizes for outstanding creative
G. Richmond
Miriam
.
work, and for high academic
Diana Johnston
accomplishment in art history.
Altogether there are 46 prizes, "
The Tom Neiswander
than
a
more
which
have
of
several
Memorial Award
single recipient, and they cover the
Edward Blake Moore
.
gamut of high achievement at the
The First Edward Taylor Prize
College.
- Richard K Martin
"You can see." says Dean
The Second
Holliday, "why the Recognition
Edward Taylor Prize
Banquet is a gala occasion. The
Kenneth L. McEkvec
College is saying directly to the
honored students' that in distin- - The Man? Sanborn ABen Prize
guishing themselves they bring
AmyLKerka
distinction to the College."
The Blanchard Award
At this year's Banquet on
ADds Papademetriou
Thursday, November 8 in Lowry
The John W. Outturn
Center Ballroom, Dr. Bruce HayPrize in Chemistry
wood, Provost and Distinguished
(2 prizes for 1979)
Professor of Humanities at Kenyon
Diarme M. Blech
'College delivered the evening's
Richard A. Bowers
address to the honored students.
college work;" and there is one for
a student with nign scnoiastic

-

(4-w- ay

.

.

.

--

The Joseph Albertus Culler
Prize in Physics
Lori A. Pedersen

The James Kendall
Cunningham Memorial Prize

.

Alexander J. Kondow
The AOeen Dunham

60-minut-

Once decided upon where they
funnel their money the
seventeen member group met and
discussed various plans for raising
money arid rallying political support. One of their first projects will
be a drive on campus during lunch
and dinner next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Tables wiB be
set up at Lowry and Kittredge
where information will be available,
and a petition for students to sign
urging lifted quotas and pressure
on the Cambodian government to
allow more aid through. Donations
of food and medical aid will also be
accepted. A representative of the
student group stated mat "AD
donations will be gratefully accepted, however, it is important to
realize that amount which you
donate does matter." Anyone
Interested In being involved with
this group may inquire at the table
during the drive next week or
contact David Gilfix or Patrick
Sweeney at box 1651 or box
would

Edward Blake Moore

The John D. Fackler Award
Elizabeth Barker
The G. Pauline Dirig

Prize bi French"
Stephen D. Barttett
The G. PauBne Dirig
Prize in French
--

'

Leslie E. Fisher
Jenny-Schul-

es

News, Inc.

Prize in History

The Henrich

to assure themselves that the funds
they raised would be placed where
they could do most good. After
many phone calls and talks with
people In charge of some of the
larger relief. ..organizations; 'they
decided upon the International
Rescue Committee. The IRC. won
their confidence because of some
of the outstanding work it had
done In helping refugees from
Germany during World War II.
Currently the IRC has been
allowed, to expand their relief
centers which have been set up on
the Thailand borders for the past
three years.
The IRC is supported by individual Americans as well as labor
unions, schools and corporations.
of total expendiMore than 90
tures are used for direct refugee
work and its high standards of
financial integrity have withstood
the scrutiny of the Philanthropic
Advisory service of the Better
Business Bureau, the National
Information Bureau, The U.S. Civil
Service Commission and

er

Prize

David E.WtDey

The Lyman C Knight, Sr.
Prize in Physical Education
and Mathematics

John R. Shaw
The Maud Knight Prize
mRefigkm
Beth S. Shepherd
The Paul Evans Lamale Prize
m Social Sciences
David E. Sanders

--

27.
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IB Lubrizol Awards
Amy JL Graham
Marie A Lodger

in

.

'

Kari
TK A2c

r

S Roaengren

llutcL!a

Clolosy

Th

J

The Frances

TheNetta Strain Scot

i

Mefissa rL Richmond

J

IWiHArStu5oArt
"'"

"

The Netta Strain Scott'
Prizes in Art, Art History
"Karl E. WOmt-

The Frances aad SzabcMk ; .
;

J

C Heistand

Daniel

The Frances and ESxabcth
Twinem Prizs

'
'

'

:

far the Department
of Spanish and Italian

Ext-Isra5-

L Russell
I

r" :

i
jf

Carol A. Armstrong
SidweB Wagner

-

Peyton

Cheryl L. Adams

The Cary R. Wagner Prize in
Chemistry

The Helen Secrest
Scholarship .

Scholarship

QrabethJ.

Shaw

,;

"
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ri
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director
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Society of Professional Journalists
- . national office
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Collegiate Press Institute
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if desired)
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Unbaked pizza to
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WEIXXKXC TO WOC3TEII! "
''.
"Come See Us: .
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"Mada to Order - Cheese. PepparonC Sausasa, '
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"The Pizza with the Big Secret!.
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any manner possible if she ever
.again has problems with the
Wooster administration.
Jeffrey R. Adair
':
- - Gassof 1975
;
President, North Central Ohio
Chapter Society of Professional '
- '' Journalists
".
-

-

nATioriAL
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TV
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the-jazz-

Paul H. Fletcher
The Dr. John Gardner Weeks
....
. Scholarship Fund
Sue L. JoQy s

BEAUTY

"

-

The Karl Trump Scholarship

)

fTl

.'-

Rosafie J.Mickley

d,

-
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Scholarship

Kenneth W. Peters

ed

fight-hearte-

ISC Briefs

Robin Y. Jackson

TIetSeinaMr

is-compris-

.

.

The Myron A. Peyton
Scholarship '
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Dance Company performed one
of their pieces at the Women's
TheKalphA.Youns
Resource Center's "Mosaic of
The dance,' Nada One, ,
Talent"
:
choreographed by Barb Brown,
Theater. - The Company
students was receded with enthusiastic
of twenty-fiw- e
The Pressrr Foondation j
. who have a common Interest in applause.
Two of the eight
Scholarship
' Maxkts M. Naujoks
Gndy
dance and who, with much dancers, Chris Baker-an- d
story
and
determination
perserverancCt
in
Force,
highhted
the
are
The WZSs C. Behoteguy
havbeenabletowork together to fins dance depicts. These two
: ' Prize fat French
provide a display .c their many women want to break away from
Lisa A. Boyd
talents. ..
the rest of the group to seek
The Aien Dunham Prize
Past dance experience greatly mdividuaEsm and independence,,
fat History
varies among the dancers, ranging yet feelings of fear and frustration
Carol M. Gates , .
from . those with no ' dance finger. In the end though, they are
, background whatsoever to those successful jn achieving this need.'
The Maria Sexton Award
with as much as eight years of A! the dancers work well together
Rosafie J. Mickley '
serious training. Yet, these in helping to relay mis message.
The Robert E. WSson Award
different levels of experience have
The final dance is His Eye Is On
JohnT.StuIts
not hindered the Company in the , The Sparrow, also choreographed
least In fact. Barb Brown, by Barb Brown. This dance is an
The Salhy Comin Kaneshige
DirectorCoordinator of the aOegroT energetic piece, with
Scholarship Fund
, Sharon Troyer
Wooster Dance Company says Barb's solo exuding fiveki energy.
that dancing together with people The eight dancers come together
who have had varied experience nicely in this gospel,
has been a challenge for the group refreshing finale.
that has made this quarter very
The members of the Wooster
This year every section has exciting.;'Dance Company fed that this has
organized some sort of a project
minute recital, been a successful quarter and are
The forty-fivwith which they can improve . entitled fVeJude, features eight' proud of
treir accomplishments.
conditions in various areas of the very original dances. In The Stone
they hope to expand
quarter
Next
,
Wooster community.
opening
opening thev
number,
in membership,
is
the
One. such program is being choreographed by Barb Brown. Company as they did mis quarter,
sponsored by Kappa Phi Sigma The audience is welcomed by.
any person on campus who
(CrandeB House) and invokes more than half of the Company in to
Eke to be involved. There
would
working with retarded men and this lively, vigorous display, of
for another recital in
hopes
are
women at the Apple Creek State movement to
Earth,
with winter quarter's time
Institution. Every Thursday, as Wind and Fore tune. Mary Nell
spent ., having workshops and
many interested people as Lent
the --choreographer to experimenting with new dances.
b
possible travel to Apple Creek and
'another favorite Earth, Wind and
are fifty cents and can be
interact 'with these, retarded Fire song. "Brazilian Rhyme", also Tickets
purchased at the door.
people during recreational the title of her dance. Mary Nell's
activities.-- solo expresses the energetic,
' At- - the beginning of Winter
feefing of the - song. '
rhythmic
Quarter an additional program will -- . Tyrone Robinson displays his fine .
begin on Tuesday nights. Sixteen talent in two emotional solos,
cont. from pg. 2
students will work from 7:00 p.m. Caldera and Ughr. In the latter, a
to h00 p.m. in an effort to teach pianist playing fou Light Up My on the campus will never know
proper grooming skills to the Life accompanies Tyrone's slow, whether or not you, or any other
Apple Creek residents. It will be a flowing movements. In contrast to member of the administration, are
rewarding experience to this is Cakiera, a fast, interpretive suppressing the newspaper's right
communicate with. a sector of modern piece filled with to convey information to the
:
students.
society that is relatively unknown
captivating energy.
and generally unaccepted. To
Without
of
freedom
the press at
Michele Campbell has
work with them and teach them choreographed, a dance to the Wooster, the students who" read
skills that could make them more Crusaders' song "Street Life." - the newspaper may as well be deaf
acceptable should prove to be Here, five women convey an inner to campus affairs, and look at their
quite a challenge.
coolness through .their steady-- newspaper as merely a house
-n
organ of the administration.. '
- moving rhythm. "By My Side" is a
forget
Don't
to see "Pieces of
The Society of Professional.
Four", which Freshman Studies 19 song from the musical Godspeff to
Journalists
and the Collegiate
NeO
again
Mary
Lent
once
which
& 20 will be presenting on Sunday,
Institute
have been advised
Press
November 11 at 230 p.m. in Scot displays her talent as a of the Wooster situation, and will
along
choreographer
dancer,
and
auditorium in Taylor HalL The
watch it carefully.
plays from which the scenes will be with Maries Burgess and Lee '
The North Central Ohio profeswomen
have
taken include "Romeo and Severin. The three
chapter of The Society , of
sional
lovely,
flowing
a
created
Juliet". "Pygmalion". "Hedda GaoJournalists, Sigma
Professional
interpretive dance; modern with a
ler", and "Waiting For Godot".
Delta Chi, stands behind Ms.
classical.
of
touch
Pvn't.mfo. y
Vickery and is ready to assist her in
:

MkJjele C. CampbeB

:

Stephen W. McBvany
The Mies Q. White Prize
Matthew J. Morra
The Helen F. Arnold

.

AT

by LesJSe Schunrtz
At 8:15 this evening the
Wooster Dance Company w3 be
spotlighted in Freedlander

.

"Scholarship"

The Karl Ver Steeg Prize
f

Mary E. Thomas

The Myron

5

; Janet

or

Memorial Fund
.' Stephen D. Bartlett
The Lewis L LaSheS
Memorial Scholarship
James M. BonceSa .
;.The Maxima R. Loehr 1
Pfano Scholarship V
J.Amy S. Bremeraan '.'
The Lubrizol Scholarship
John A. Gilbert .

The Albert Gordon McGaw
Memorial Scholarship
.

i
: Lia M. Henke .
TfcsTCcuto Valencia Prizs for
-

GMivemng

--

--

-

nTrfnemPriz

GoSs-Sec-

To Perfbrtn
--

Cynthia C.We2er

,

:?

"

'-

Scholarshio

J.Kondow

:'"v--

CQ

Dale M. Swift

' Susan T. Copetand
A' Gather Droshal

.

Py Dcte Kappa Print

Aletahd

-

!c

LytU

Amni

The Dr. John Gardner Weeks
Scholarship Fund

.

?

-

--

T

C?--

H

'The ESzabeth tiazlctt
Hurhanan Scholarships
..Deborah A, Sorters
The Alan C CoEna Fand
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FI!rTrhfrei

V raised hisher hand and said, Tra
that some. students .laDcciallv
sorry, but 1st ill eonl wvJetstaoew
drfthV rjbwef of
those
vas esteemed more for hisher
debate)
could
a profesintimidate,,
honesty than the soggy Intellectual
degree where any answer 343E.qC0VUAN ST.
sor
a
to
; trying, to iop up the professor's.
could be better 'thaWfione, if only
' attention "with ' superficial '
to preserve the dignity of the
remarks.- according to one pro-- ;
London in the
One? professor stated
lessor. ' h was .njbT' "difficult to .professor.
urHpra'
rvtA uwut inuafcimd II
that- dfterentiate; students, actually at- tempting to gain knowledge from was difficult to admit ignorance In K
students ...whose ; .rnoHyes were , general, most teachers stated it was
always best to say they Just did not
For. Your Cofltvenienc
Iess;than sincere. Above all, profesthe answer to a question "3ust off the Cqllejft Campus
know
sors said - that lively, intelligent
respected their
people provided the impetus they since students
candor. '
- required to become, enthusiastic
Finally, if one H to truly glean a
'
with their material
learning ; experience - from any
A class' reaction to a professor's
lectures affected professors very academic institution, many profesRcglstwd Ohio Tratvol AQtfH
sors agreed that the crucial issue
much, both personally and profesTA0305
take
to
people,
was.
courses
not
sionally. Professors noted that it
experience,." Students AerfWMWbneMM
;,was not difficult to tell, if. heshe during" the '
was successful in "getting the point related best to Individuals with r d4
honest' human approaches to !
across" to students, h was problearning. Ultimately, professors be
lematic, however, to make instanShoppo
lieved the desire to learn instilled
taneous changes. While some
by them would remain with the
248 W. North Street
teachers found it ; beneficial to
student throughout rhisher life.
.
well-verse-

material One
into
professor noted .'satisfaction in
asking questions to his dass that
were not fully solvable Such
questions.- - he . felt, stimulated
- student to push me firrrtts of hisher
intelligence, to be creative, and
, above all to explore.'
V
' - Many students' in the article of
last week criticized- - professors for
. not getting a dass' more involved
with lecture material. When confronted with these complaints,
many professors stated they feh
the best ways to facilitate student
involvement in the classroom were
to seek humanly involving issues
that everyone could relate to.
Often, they said, it is necessary for
a teacher to become involved in
the class itself. The professor must
generate a sincerity in teaching the
material.
To become "involved" in the
class' itself, to "generate , a sincerity',' how ' personal ; must a
professor become' wjttT. hisher
lecture-oriente-

v

:

V--'.- .'.-:

ty Keti Gruob

--

the foBowtng prOde y l the
: I conclusion
of two parts- - on
r studentprofessor relationships at
'"' tfie CoBege of ' WoosterRepre- " tented Mow are opinions taken
'
'
Jrom various selected ' profession
oh1 what- - they feel facilitates
- hinders learning in the classroom,
"li b relatively easy for a student
to" graduate with a bachelor's
;legree from any liberal arts coBege
"1and. within a year, forget the date
'

-

'

'.

'''

'

--

;

Van - Gough painted "Starry
tine characteristics of a C
7 Wright MUTs power elite society or

flight,

--

:

--

--

"

"

:'-

.

v

"""f the product formula 2srn u cos v
" sin' (u v) - sin(u-v)- . Albeit' the
accumulation of facts is surety a
V useful collection to display during a

f
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student's college career, once one's
lecture extemporaneously, for
environment changes from the
' intellectual climate of college to the
those who had
lecture
notes, the process of changing the
"brass tacks' atmosphere of Ihe
basic organization-o- f
workj forced facts often seem less
the tJecture
.'
important than concepts, and then, dass? Students vociferated a' was "not- - easy. It was generally
way
concepts - ; give
to distaste for professors who tried to agreed, however, that one had to
"
T 'generalizations. '
.
bebuddy-buddwith students . alter hisher format of teaching
The professor plays an obviously on a superficial level, but on the with the times hi. consideration of
" instrumental role in shaping the
"
,
average,' expressed concern that class differences.'
" values and aspirations of a student
A
professor
feel
tended
to
too many professors were sterile in
confident about hisher teaching
..body. Many students, as explored
their approach to students.
'.;
in the first part of this series, felt
Some professors believed that methods by experiencing the
student a year or so later after the
there were particular teaching while incorporating personal exmethods used by professors in the periences in a classroom seemed student had been in that proeffects
classroom- - which facilitated
to make them approach students fessor's class. The long-ter.'
teaming
process.
hindered the'
.
more honestly and helped to on the individual's total self were
While It was questionable whether cjarify issues that were unclear to the most important considerations.
' .' certain suggestions expressed by students,
students did' not : pay On a daily basis, teachers stated
'
off
utilized
be
could
in
students
2 . the
$6,000 to hear a professor ramble that it was too seldom appreciated
teaching situations, it was generally on about his "summer in Water- that, like students, they, too, had
concluded that the professor teach-3n- g loo", or her "bisexual Pekingese" good and ' bad days. Outside
the course was more important . unless r .the. shared . experience circumstances (i.e... te... weather,
r , - to the. learning process than the would absolutely aid .student personal problems, u etc.) In-' ''
- fluenced the rapport . between
accumulation of fetching facts.
understanding.
Before commencing to present a
if
Professors also feh that a dass professors and students and vice
discussion of the learning process
did not project a warm, sincere versa.
Professors were questioned
s. .from the professor's point of view, atmosphere to the professor,
about
whether or not they admitit is necessary to state that what
inhibited
share
to
teachers feh too
when a student
ted
ignorance
profes-for
well
one
methods work
' their experiences. Above all, prothey did not
asked
a
question
sor are relative to the type of class
fessors stressed that they wanted to
if they tried to provide an
know,
or
being -- taught and to personal
classroom
a
in
themselves
be .
: characteristics of professors that
situation, but to do this students answer even though it might not be
- cannot be altered. Thus, what had to become . aware of their concretely correct Though all were
quick to respond that they always
teaching methods may produce
needs as emotional human beings.
.'- positive results in Accounting 220
Although professors seemed admitted ignorance when a quesof
exceeded
their
realm
tion
adverse effects on enthusiastic about the increase of
- may have
students in Modern Art 211. A student awareness in teaching
oisTiNCTrvc airr
- - French professor native to Ver--- .
methods and had a desire to
'
likely
promote better become more personal with their
"sailles would
tdje SHt Corner
- understanding
of the language
students, they also-- feh it was
m w. CORNCR
' than
miLie iouam
a native of the Bronx with a . necessary to keep- defined roles
woomn. oMio '
V '.cleft palate.
between student and teacher.
jrWtUlY
'S- Professors feh that, for the most . Professors have the knowledge I CANM
part, today's teachers have tried to and background to nurture stu"r realize the importance of both the dents who have not yet reached
traditional and less structured.. their .own potential, h is also
classrooms. In some classes necessary to establish who is the
; Tecture-ett- s
have become popu
mentor and who is the student to
"
lar in which comments by students
keep order intact
i and professors' are incorporated " .The student who, after - fifty
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Recitals, Concerts Highlight Week
by Lisa Vfckery

No.

Within the final days of each

CLASSIC

quarter, the time and effort spent
over the weeks begins to take
shape around campus. More than
in the form of term papers, projects
and other classroom work, hours
of rehearsals culminate before the
public eye. Over the past few days
and in the few days to come, the
music department has been and
will be exhibiting all it has been

ED

',.

:

striving for.

AOVESTXSatSNTS'

The Wooster Symphony Oryear,
chestra, in their
presented a concert of "lighter
classics" last Saturday night The
concert was massive and challenging, particularly the first half of it.
The Carmen Suite from George
Bizet's opera which opened the
program. Aside from the more
popular melodies of the Suite, the
flute and harp duet, with soloists
Gretchen Johnson and Patrice
Lockhart, was very lovely.
Richard Posner, noted violinist,
joined with the orchestra to
perform Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto in D Major. This concerto, the
only one for violin that Tchaikovsky ever composed, is so
difficult as to be almost forbidding,
even to a virtuoso. Together,
Posner and the orchestra, under
Nancy Buckingham, rose to the
challenge and handled it sur-
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Phi). - theses, and resumes.
Contact Wooster Comoutcr
Services,

262-321- 1.

Akron Women's OWc offers safe
and gentle abortions to 15 wsslcs.

Caltolfree:

l-80r3S2-915a

ROOMING
Room & board for over Christmas
break andor beyond in exchange
for providing weekend relief at a
house for ' alcoholics.
job
Would be able to work
during week. Excellent job
experience. Phone
or
half-wa- y

full-tim-
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262-690- 3

264-849- 8.
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On Wednesday the Wooster
Jazz Ensemble, under Stewart
Ling, also gave their first performance of the year and scheduled to follow their concert are
two major choir concerts and a
'
guest recital.
.The guest recital, which will be.
held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Mackey
HalL features violinist Leopold
LaFosse and pianist John Simms,
both . music professors at the
University of Iowa. LaFosse and
Simms have performed together
for a number of years and through
those years have made, several
record albums and completed over
.
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prisingly well.

After an intermission the orchestra played Handel's Water Music, a
very noble piece which featured
different brass and woodwind
sections at various points throughout the piece. The following piece.

AAACON AUTO TRANSPORT

Travel almost free

30 recitals.
selections for tonight's
recital include Schubert's Sonata
Duo in A Major, Bartok's Sonata
No. 2 for violin . and piano.
Saint Saen's Sonata No. 1 in D
Minor and a contemporary sonata
by a university of Iowa composer,
Richard Hervig. The recital is free
of charge and open to the public.
' On Sunday, November 11, the
Wooster Chorus and the Concert
Choir will join together for a
performance of
George Frederick Handel's classic
Messiah. Dale Moore, director of
the Concert Choir, will conduct the
choir and the accompanying full
orchestra.
The

pre-hoIida-

ARIZONA, FLORIDA, CALIFORNIA & OTHER STATES
1-449-
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vinsky.."

"

WORD PROCESSING gives the
prcewional edge for your LS.
papers, reports, pubBcations,

Stravinsky's almost comic Suite
2 for Petite Orchestra stood in
contrast to the serious Water
Music. The first two out of the four
movements were especially - de-- :
lightfuL Quite different from Stra-- "
vinsky's usual style, the short
pieces were very whimsical, especially compared to Stravinsky's
ponderous The Rites of Spring.
The orchestra then concluded the
program with Alexander Borodin's
Poiovetsian Dances,- - which falls,
stylistically, somewhere - in the
center between Handel and Stra- --
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- S.G.A. is currently- - trying to
come up with some topics to focus
".' Two of the four soloists for the on for next quarter. If you have
famous Christmas oratorio are any specific concerns, contact your
College of Wooster students. Doro- G.A. rep or send your ideas to the
thea Fox, soprano and Paul S.G.A. box. 318SV.
Fletcher,
are both
voice majors, studying 'with Dale"
Moore. Candice Westfau, contralto,
a graduate "of Ohio Northern
University and tenor, Clifton Lewis,
a graduate of Harvard and the
New England Conservatory comAfter nine weeks of campaign yiy
plete the quartet
for funds to buy i new sports bus
." On the evening of the following
"
Wednesday, November 14, the students at the College have
donated
over. $400. The goal set
Wooster Chorus will lead a
for student contributions is $2,500.
traditional
of
lessons
and
service
.
carols under the musical direction The Alumni House, which agreed
of John Russell. The music for the to match student donations 3 to 1,
has so far raised $60,000 in cash
service, coordinated with scripture
and
pledges but is aiming to double
readings, ranges from a medieval
that
amount
matin ' responsory to selections
Students
working on the fund
from the late Benjamin Britten's A
raising campaign have asked for
Ceremony of CaroIs
donations at several football games
this fall. Tomorrow they will again
be soliciting contributions. Anyone,
interested in volunteering to help
with tomorrow's collection is asked
by Mary Zuberbuhler
to contact Bobbi Douglas. ,
.
Today is the last day to
Bobbi Douglass, who is heading
purchase a ticket for the Arlo
the
students' part in the campaign,
Guthrie concert for only $5. Price
at the door will be $8. Tickets can stated that the response to the
been as positive as
t
be bought now in Lowry Center. drive
- she had hoped. She also mentionCartoons will be shown in ed that some have looked for
Lowry Center Pit, in honor of alternatives to purchasing a new
finals, during dinner hours on both bus. such as using, vans or
Saturday, November 17 and chartering buses when needed.
Sunday, November 18. Take a These alternatives were discussed '
break from studying and come for but with four van accidents in the
past year and the expense of
some free fun in the Pit! '
continued chartering, a new bus
"High Plains Drifter" will be remains to be the
showing tonight and "Cool Hand
The bus fund drive will continue
Luke" tomorrow night. Both will ' into winter quarter, with sports
be shown in Mateer Auditorium at collections taken at basketball
7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission is $1.
games. By the time enough money
,..,
is raised for the purchase, the
Friday, November 16th is the estimated cost of the new vehicle
last day of classes and just the will be somewhere around
beginning of all the fun... finals $120,000.
time: GOOD LUCK!!!
'
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BORED
THIS WEEKEND?
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The Wooster Inn
DINNER COOKED AT YOUR TABLE
May we suggest...

STEAK DIANE
e
Twin
tenderloins of beef, sauteed
"with fresh onions, mushrooms, and chives.
four-ounc-

Free. Your beautiful new face.

5;00

Today Merle Norman cordially invites you to find your
best face, free.

-

Vfc will give you a make-ovlike you have seen in the
pages of your favorite magazines. Free. Yes, free.
Merle Norman has one of the most beautifully
e
programmed makeup and
collections in
America. And both are specifically matched to every
woman's individual needs.
er
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8:00 P.M.

East Wayne Avenue
Reservations Suggested -

-

264-234-

skin-car-

Let us teach you your face. Free. Now, it's your turn to
be beautiful.
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the Ramada Inn

Ph. 264 - 9202
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Scotties Rip Record Book;
Tdurney
I

record-settin-

.

:

One for the record books. .,. ,
victory
Not only was the 104-3over Denisorrthe largest margin of
victory In Wooster's history in dual .
meets but the meet also saw the
Scotties rack up 15 out of . a
possible 16 first places. In the
process, Wooster also decided to
throw in seven new school records
plus a tied record.
"It's obvious that with so many
records, we're about where we
want to be as we prepare for the
Ohio championships this weekend," said head coach Nan
Nichols. "I think we have a really
' good chance to win the state title,"
-she added.
. Sophomore Nancy Keiter; continued to dominate her events, as'
she won two individual events, the .
500 freestyle in a record time of '
5:24.8, and the 200 freestyle in
2:03.6, which tied a record she set
last season. Her winning time in
the 500 was six full seconds better
than her record last year. Keiter
also teamed up with Ella Rorhig,
Cathy Bosworth, and Anne Howes
for a record setting 1:47.1 in the
'
200 free relay.
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AOAmerican K.C. Clark added
one more event of qualifying time .
for nationals with her
"
time in the 100 backstroke.
"
of 1:05.7. Clark also- - added a
victory in the 50 back stroke "and,
Nancy Jo
with . teammates
McMillan, Bosworth. "and Romig,
added a relay first in the 200
medley.
Bosworth added two firsts,
taking the 100 butterfly and the
100 individual medley in a
time of 1:06.
Amy
diver
Sophomore
record-settin-

:

ft

Sophomore Nancy Keiter
broke one record and tied
another.

g

.

McClumpha set two school
"

records. Her 216.7 points in the
one meter won her both first and a
record, and her 200.75 m the
r
competition was four
points short ' of winning but
shattered Wooster's school record.
Romig's time of 26.8 in the 50
freestyle was the final Wooster
record set Saturday. Other individual firsts were by Anne Howes
in the 100 free, and two other
individual winners in their
events, Peggy Maldonado in the
200 IM, and McMillan in the 100
"
breaststroke. Deb Allenby grabbed
WoOster's final first with .a 31.3
clocking in the 50 butterfly.
The state championships will be
held this weekend at Denison.
.
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backstroke.

Photos by News Services.

senior quarterback Joe Toth.
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"We're progressing offensively,
and just starting to come around,"
said Hollman. "Now that we've
gone with Gregg Barney at

Baldwin-Wallac-

g

--

10

quarterback, we settled down. We
have more of a threat of outside
passrunning, plus our
ing, while we don't throw that
much, seems to complement our
Tunning game."
In its 30-- victory over Muskingum last week, Hollman's squad
had one of its top offensive games
of the season, compiling 327 yards
total offense, 245 of which came
on the ground. Junior tailback Rick
t
Leone had his
rushing game, with 117
yards in 21 carries.
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Regular show!
this week
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MIDNIGHT
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He Just May have been the greatest
M
Rock Entertainer of all time.
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We have Sunday beer.

Lobby of the Ramada Inn
243 E. Liberty Street
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691 .
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Nightly: 7 & 9

Airport Limousine Service
Doily Cor Rental

(216)264-777-

"" ""

- Bowling
HOURS: Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.: 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday: 5 p.m. to 12 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.: 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.
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OAC championship
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offense
Mount is the
a
jn the OAC, averaging 389 yards
game The Raiders "have " the
rushing team at 257
yards a contest, and the
pass offense at 160 yards
per game. Wooster's
pass defense (111 ypg) will have to
be wary of Toth, who passed for
over 1000 yards this year.
may have the best
. "Mount
quarterback in the League, in
Toth," said Hollman. "There are a
number of things he can do very
well, plus Mount has good speed in
its backfield and Paul Gulling is
one of the top receivers in the
conference. Mount has lost only to
and Denison, two
fine football teams, so we know
they are good"."
About Wooster, Hollman be.
lieves things are finally beginning
to jell on offense, now that the
third-leadin-

.

'

OAC Championship. In addition,
Wooster is sending one runner,
sophomore Joey Pavlovitch. to the
NCAA regionals in Cleveland.
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He changed the sound
of music with
"That'll Be The Day"
"Peggy Sue", "Oh Boy"
"It's So Easy", "Rave On
"Mavbe Babv"

and many more....,

STYLING & KiAiRCUTS

FOR
MEN & WOMEN

W

262 - 3166

Jhty-.&-

418 N. MARKET

A
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game of musical quarterbacks
over.

The soccer team finished with an
overall mark of . They vwr' 5 0
in' the OAC until stopped h
Oberlin. which knocked them out
of a chance for a third str.injU

2

8-1-

first-tim- e

.

--

Denison.
The Scottie field hockey team
finished the regular season with an
8-2 mark and went on to finish
second in the state. They have
received a bid to compete in the
regionals which will be held at
Ohio Wesleyan this weekend.
The football team has a chance
to finish with its best record in
years. The Scots, now . will host
Mt. Union Saturday. A win would
mark, best
give the Scots a
since the 1970 Scots, which
finished .
. Jim Bean's cross country finished exactly where he had
planned from the outset. The Scot
harriers finished sixth of 14 teams
in both the OAC Relays and the
3

Scots Battle Rival Mount in Finale
From College News Services
In his first two seasons, head
coach Tom H oilman of The
College of Wooster has guided his
Fighting Scots to identical
records. Saturday, in the Ohio
Athletic Conference playoff con- test, Hollman will have a chance to
finally overcome that hump and
record.
compile a .ne
But stan 'ing in the way of any
record and a
hopes of i
.inish in the OAC is
none other than rival Mount Union
College. Through the years there
hasn't been any love lost between
the two OAC schools, and Saturday should prove to be no different
as each team will be vying for i
division bragging rights as well as
individual honors.
Wooster will definitely have its
hands full in Mount, as the Purple
Raiders possess one of the top
offenses in the country, led by

It was a good
season for
Wooster sports, especially the
women, who will enter two teams
into post season competition this
'
weekend.
The most successful team this
fall was undoubtedly the women's
swimming team. The Scotties were
spectacular, finishing undefeated in
seven dual meets and first in the
Oberifei Relays. They are favored
win the state tournament, which
will be held this weekend at

.-.-

- There's only one description for
the College of Woosters Scottie
swim team's victory, over Denison
University Saturday: ,
v v

Fall Sports Successful

THE
BUDDY
HOLLY.
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fick in a penalty comer shot.- Wooster, near the end of
threatened to score three
times, and within 28 seconds left
on the dock, actually put the bat
in for: what appeared to be the
tying score. But an offsides call
h
nutSed the Scotties

--

team

souncSy defeated Wittenberg,
g
14)
but suffered a
defeat to Ohio Wesleyan in the
state finals of the Ohio Association
of -- Intercollegiate Sports for
4-- 0,

EiiolSj
the-gam- e,

v

heart-breakin-

"

' Women

(OAEW) state champs
onships held on the CoDege of
Wooster campus this weekends

"
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last-ditc-
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"We were mixed up on our .
not lost by the setbacx, defensive alignment on that
as Wooster ' received notice penalty corner shot, said head -Sunday of an invitation to play in coach Kathy Fitzgerald.'
"Wesleyan
played a
the AIAW regional tournaments'
praised Fitzgerald. "But if
this weekend. Wooster advanced to the we could have hustled in the first
championship game of the state half Eke we did in the second, the
v.
rrf
tourney with a 4--0 trouncing of outcome might have - been j
TTc
FRESHMAN CINY RUNNETf (20) awaits a pass from teammate Beth Kewley (13) in the state Witt Sophomore Kathy Majeski different." - ' .
'.
tournament held at Wooster last weekend. Photo by Greg Tonkin.
hat trick and
scored a three-goOhio Wesleyan's coach, Harriet
sophomore teammate Amy Stewart, admitted there was extra
Barnard added the fourth goal motivation for the game with
The Scotties dominated both the Wooster.; "We've been planning
y9) : ?
(throush November 3, 1979)
S, w
offensive and defensive ends of the -- on reaching the regionals since our
.
game, as they outshot Witt,
first game, and since Wooster beat
BLUE DIVISION
Again, it was the 'aggressive us during the season (OWUs only .
Opp.
Pts.
L
W
the loss of the year), the aspect of
Scottie defense that shut-ou- t
Tigers
time
this
second
for
the
301
revenge was on our mind in the ,
0
0
56V
8
Wittenberg
113
109 year.
-2
0
6
charnpionship.
Otterbein
130
80
The Ohio Wesleyan-Wooste- r
0
2
6
Wooster,
As a resuh of the AIAW bid, the
game began as a defensive battle, Scotties will battle West Virginia
147
111
4
4
0
Capita
as neither team could control the Wesleyan in the first round of '
1
202
68
7
0
Muskingum
191
127
ball for any length of time. At the regional
0
6
2
Marietta
competition. This tournaperiod,
end
of the first
is being held at Ohio
RED DIVISION
ment
neither team had scored.
104
1
184
and Wooster faces off at '
0
7
'
(1) Denison
Ohio Wesleyan took the Wesleyan.
1
,
11
.
272
78
7
0
Baldwin-Wallace
am
(1)
f'
offensive at the start of the second ::
115
216
2
0
6
University
Ohio
L
Division
(2) Mount Union
m
period, and Immediately captured
1
110
184
5
2
(2) Ohio Northern
the crown with a
threatened to score. Then, just
1
210
57
7
0
Ohio Wesleyan
overtime victory over Miami, and
half,
4:31
second
into
'the
64
329
8
0
0
Heidelberg
Wesleyan's Adele O'Brien slipped Dayton defeated Youngstown
.
through the Scottie defense to for the Division II title.
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Remember Those e
Gift Ideas V
TSae Florence
Wilson
At-Hom-

o
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Bookstore

A

f Posters

Cookbooks & Calendars
MuiBic Boxes &
Museum Replicas
Calligraphy Pens &

& Puzzles
Calculators & Cameras
Bibles & Bookends v
Brushes & Easels - ov
'

v Parciiment Paper v q:
for Tots
f
IJhildren Fairy Tales & Story Books
.VNeckties; jackets, bookbaes, "nothing" boxes, cans, camera
dcises0jfchains,r bairettes-&ibandeait- e
mittens
ntMgs, drdfiir pencils, desfc lampsf foofr stools, money clips
- v: 7y;tbcckpacks, sweatshirts; garment bags, clip-itpen pointers,
v cross pens, wind chimes and "piggy" banks.
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